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Who was Eve Langley?

"I" am not "I," I am not, I am not one.

As for woman, try and find out.
Luce Irigaray

A quarter of a century after her death, controversial comment continues to surface regarding the
Australian writer, Eve Langley.[1] In addition to popular attention, half a dozen academic essays discuss
aspects and estimations of Langley's life and work, including 'becoming' Oscar Wilde and the attenuate
issue of transvestism, her solitary later life and her death. Two full-length texts also exist which focus on
the writer and offer widely disparate answers to the question: who was Eve Langley? The earlier of these

texts is The Importance of Being Eve Langley, an annotated biography by Joy L Thwaite. The more

recent is Lucy Frost's Wilde Eve; Eve Langley's Story-a selected, edited collection of Langley's
previously unpublished writings. The latter could be generically classified as literary intervention.
Because the texts and their apparent common focus form a series of temporal, spatial and cultural
events they are open to interpretation both theoretically and politically.

This article submits those texts to analysis using narratological theories outlined in the work of Jeremy
Hawthorn, Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan and Patrick O'Neill. Both texts make use of Langley's writings, for
which she mined material from her own life. Therefore some possible meanings produced by the
narratives are also examined in the light of work on autobiography by Jerome Bruner, Roland Barthes
and Sidonie Smith. This dual analysis shows the importance of separating Langley's fiction from her life.
It also aims to deflect the sensationalism which still attends the life and death of this author and to
encourage further debate on her neglected work.

Both texts narrate the subject Eve Langley in ways that, although showing narratological similarities,
illustrate the different meanings that can be produced by taking different standpoints, arrangements of
narrative levels and uses of voice and point of view. Before delving into the depths of embedded narrative
that these texts present, it is appropriate to outline what is understood of the processes of narratological
analysis and its terminology.

Narratology poses that, in order for any transactional meaning to take place it is necessary to go beyond
the level of textuality. While textuality is the level where the real author and the real reader are situated,
the idea of a communicative context, a projection and reception of meaning at this level is highly
problematic. [2] Within this framework is posited another narrative world, that of the implied author and
the implied reader, entities which are said to be on the level of narration. This level is 'discoursed' by the
level of textuality and itself 'discourses' another narrative level within it. [3] That is, the level of text where
the agents are the narrator and the narratee. It is here that claims can be made for transactions of
meaning. What connects the narrator and narratee is story. Story, or diegesis, the level wherein the
characters are posited, is the innermost narrative level or narrative world in this model. The characters
themselves can be narrators and even a narrator who is not a character is still a fiction created by an
author.

Regarding the question of 'who speaks' in a narrative, it is understood that, 'the concept of an undivided,
univocal narrative voice is a drastic oversimplification'. [4] However, in the same way that the narratee is
never absent, so too is the narrator's voice always present in every word of the narrative. [5] Even when
the words of another person are quoted, that person is automatically fictionalised as a character in the
story and the words are represented as spoken or presented by the voice of the narrator. Narrators can
be classified according to the level of narrative on which they operate, the extent of their participation in
the story, the degree of perceptibility of their role and their reliability. [6]

In a stratification of narrative levels, the term extradiegetic is used for a level superior to, or outside the

story and, 'every narrative first of all has an extradiegetic narrator who produces it'.[7] A character on that
extradiegetic level that in turn produces a narrative is said to be an intradiegetic narrator. The next
embedded level is termed hypodiegetic and the next, hypo-hypodiegetic. A narrator who does not
participate in the level of narration he/she narrates is heterodiegetic (different) to that level and one who
does participate in that level is homodiegetic to that level. If the role played by a homodiegetic narrator is
central, that is, if they are the protagonist-narrator, the term used is autodiegetic. A combination of these



terms is commonly used.

Given that in any text, it is always the narrator who speaks, it is not always the narrator 'who sees.' For
this reason Jeremy Hawthorn offers that the concept of point of view can be divided into voice,'who
speaks' and perspective, 'who sees'. [8] The differentiation is useful when examining the chosen texts
because, in both, the narrators make extensive use of the words of others positioned in the narration as
characters. Rimmon-Kenan is of the view that, when a narrative includes speech, letters, journals or
other written records originating from a source other than the narrator, there is always 'a "higher"
narratorial authority responsible for "quoting" or "transcribing"' them.[9] O'Neill offers the terms primary
and secondary voice, where the secondary voice of a character is made to speak through the primary
voice of the narrator and the presentation is called ventriloquism.[10] The perceptibility of a narrator
ranges from covert to overt. [11] Other narratological aspects (such as judgements, reliability,
chronolisation, omniscence, localisation and characterisation) can also affect meaning and are
addressed in the analysis of the texts.

As both the texts under examination contain, a 'recycling and resituating' of material by Eve Langley, it is
useful to comment on that material, particularly regarding its narratological, temporal and spatial

elements.[12] Only two of Langley's novels, The Pea-Pickers (1942) and White Topee(1954) were
published in her lifetime. These are stories set in Australia in the late 1920s. Temporally, the published
novels are ulterior (written retrospectively), and informed by journals written intercalatedly (acting and

telling following each other alternately). [13]The Pea-Pickers was highly acclaimed and won for its writer
a strong literary reputation.

Ten other novels exist in manuscript form in the Mitchell Library. [14] The unpublished novels, most
dealing with story material set in New Zealand from 1932 to 1941, were not written until the 1950s and
1960s and appear also to be informed by Langley's journals. Her works are primarily about her own
life-story and have an autodiegetic narrator. In addition to the expected 'I', this narrator is also variously
called 'Steve,' 'Eve,' 'our poet' and 'Oscar Wilde' (as was Langley). The novels are, in the twentieth
century, still notorious for challenging what Sidonie Smith refers to as, 'the common-places of bourgeois
gender arrangements in the nineteenth century'. [15]

In The Importance of Being Eve Langley, the narrator is extradiegetic - heterodiegetic and mediates
quoted material presented on an intradiegetic level. In an additional section, the 'Epilogue,' there is a
change of narrative voice to the intradiegetic-homodiegetic as in;'From this record emerges my portrait of
Langley; a portrait wherein the facts of her life dissolve into her own fantasies, forming part of the same
figure'.[16] The 'Author's Note' which prefaces the text is revealing regarding the stance the narrator
takes with that material and with her subject. The unexamined stance, or posture, can appear to be
innocent of intention: [17]

I refer to the unpublished novels as either novels or journals. They are written in journal form,
with dated entries from the year of composition interspersed with material from the past. Yet
Langley submitted them to her publisher as novels and it is possible that she is not always
dealing with objective reality. The basic facts of her life are reliable, and these works may best
be read as a creative version of her own past. [18]

Detectable within the words: 'it is possible that she is not always dealing with objective reality,' is the
semiotic seed of the narrative project which follows. Patrick O'Neill considers 'the two-sided affair' that is
narrative: the 'coding and decoding' that is the role of narrator and narratee in the narrative transaction.
[19] He discusses the possibility of determination of a narrative's 'extratextual, referential fictionality or
non-fictionality' which, he says, cannot be done from within a narrative but relies on 'the reader's
acceptance or rejection of such extra-narrative descriptive or generic markers as "novel",
"biography","autobiography" or "history"':

'Nietzsche eventually went mad' may refer to the real Nietzsche or to a fictional character
called Nietzsche whose life may (as in a biography) or may not (as in a novel) parallel that of
the real Nietzsche -whose reality, of course, we recuperate precisely from other people's
narratives, in the form of biographies…and the like. [20]

The Importance of Being Eve Langley is a biography, a written account of a life, and a significant
contribution to scholarship. It is also 'a puzzling and disturbing text'. [21] Its narrator has, quite
expectedly, attempted to get as close as possible to her subject, the material body of the writer. In order



to do this Thwaite has armed herself with indisputable data, the responses to dozens of interviews, a
variety of letters, some published material and, most significantly, six boxes of archived material written
by Langley. From these she makes selections and arrangements, authorising some story events and
characters over others and presents them as second level, intradiegetic narration recognisable
typographically as separate indented paragraphs. These are interspersed with her impressions,
judgments and conclusions.

The text opens with the first of those intradiegetic selections, two letters written by Langley in 1954 to
Nan McDonald at Angus & Robertson following the return of a manuscript. They show the writer to be ill
and in pain and expose her as more desolate than she appears anywhere else in the text. Without
preface, the letters on pages one and two introduce Langley in the persona of Oscar Wilde: 'I AM
OSCAR WILDE. AND YOU ARE KILLING ME'. There is also mention of 'the Mental Hospital', drinking
'metho', and the statement, 'I am a hermaphrodite, and suffer shocking pain day in and day out with
twisted organs that almost kill me with pain'. The second letter informs us that a deed poll has been
signed changing the writer's name to Oscar Wilde and begging that any rejections should be sent to that
name. 'As Oscar I can take anything…as Eve I just collapse at the first blow into a vomiting fainting mass
of death'.[22] In her first extradiegetic paragraph, this limited perspective narrator uses her superior
narrative authority to summarise events as she sees them contributing to Langley's state:

In 1954 Eve Langley was working in the bindery of the Auckland Public Library. She had
spent seven years in the Auckland Mental Hospital from 14 August 1942 to 6 March 1949.
She was recommitted by her husband, Hilary Clark, for some months in 1950. Her marriage
was over. She rarely saw her three children. Yet now she was writing again. Writing tirelessly
and obsessively. Thousands of pages of single-spaced, intensely autobiographical
manuscript, invariably typed on rose coloured paper, were sent to Angus & Robertson over
the next two decades. Yet none of this work was accepted for publication.[23]

By prioritising (at the very beginning of her narrative) this one point in the writer's life (chronolisation), in
this particular place (localisation) the narrator first presents material Eve (characterisation) as: rejected as
a writer, mad (and reconfirmed as mad), transgressive and deviant, obsessive, a failed wife and a bad
mother and suggests justification for the rejection of her work. [24] The horror of the circumstances of
Langley's death is amplified. The 'surrounding ground disgorged hundreds of oddly twisted packages
and mouldering rubbish…The body had lain undisturbed for about a month and the face was gnawed by
rats'.[25] The rest of the text hardly falters in its presentation of evidence to confirm this mood and
characterisation. It makes full use of the 'subversive potential of… the ventriloquism effect' in its choice
and arrangement of intradiegetic secondary voices in focusing this characterisation. [26] The relevance
and portent of O'Neill's 'Nietzsche eventually went mad' quote here becomes apparent. Langley's own
texts are conflated in order to exhume her body as abject. [27] And this abject body in turn has the effect
of infecting her texts.[28]

[T]here is not, first of all, a given reality, and afterward, its representation by the text. The given is the

literary text; starting from it, by a labor of construction … we reach that universe where certain characters
live, comparable to the persons we know "in life". [29]

Jerome Bruner notes a practice whereby a contemporary critic may deal with autobiography written in an
earlier era and with 'the private intentions of the autobiographer', and read and write about that work
'from within the concerns and public goals of contemporary criticism, which has its own intentions, forms
and styles'. [30] Bruner notes the use of early women's autobiography in contemporary discourse on
gender. To extrapolate this practice into a pathology of, in this case not even an autobiographer's, but, a
novelist's mental state, is an act of conjecture and imposition.

Some examples from the text illustrate that conjecture and imposition and show the narrator's stance to
be normative, blindly heterosexual and strangely unreliable for such a well-researched biography of a
known transgressor of normative boundaries. The narrator uses extradiegetic authority to state that
'Langley died withdrawn, schizophrenic, artistically incoherent in her hut in the Blue Mountains'. [31] The
only other mention of the highly problematised term 'schizophrenic' is in a letter to Angus & Robertson
written in 1964 by Langley's sister, June: 'I must inform you of my sister's true mental condition. She…is
a Schizophrenic'.[32] The letter is used to preface the chapter 'The Mirror Crack'd,' in which the character
of Eve is positioned with such words as, 'mounting misery', 'suffering the deepest depression and
self-doubt','trauma', '[s]he did not communicate the nightmare states that obviously plagued her'. [33]
Such a remote diagnosis, that Langley was suffering 'schizophrenia,' is contradicted on page 406; 'The



Auckland Psychiatric Hospital holds no file on Eve Langley Clark and any diagnosis of her condition
must remain speculative.' At this point in the narrative the information is too late. That, 'Langley died…
schizophrenic,' has already been stated much earlier in the text. Judgments on the subject's mental
condition (and other 'facts' of her life) are made, not from evidence but from the fictional texts of the

writer. One such judgment is;'But for a true assessment of her mental state one only has to look at The

Saunterer itself'. [34] The Saunterer is Langley's last and unfinished novel.

Other problematic terminology is used in a manner that also employs a confused chronology. An

unpublished novel, The Victorians, the temporal setting of which can be no later than 1932, but which
was not written until possibly three decades later, is extensively quoted over many pages in Chapter
One. Between quotes, the narrator's comments offer:'There is no doubt that the megalomaniacal
exercises were gaining in strength'.[35] This judgmental comment could relate to either the period of the
story events or the period of their transcription. Although this is an important point it is never made clear.
The topic of gender roles and sexuality is evident throughout Langley's writing. Thwaite's narrative
appears naïve in repeatedly misconstruing a craving for love as a craving for marriage. It seems to be
making every effort to pin down a material Langley, taking a heterosexual view outdated even in 1989. It
ignores ambiguities, particularly in using the words of the autodiegetic character, which to the end,
refuses to be 'One'. [36]

The narration, by its comments and positioning of intradiegetic materials, privileges some items of that
material over others. The words of the writer, Hal Porter, provide one such privileged secondary voice.
The narrator introduces one quote: 'Hal Porter captures the spirit which finally fractured her work. "The
most curious thing and the most fascinating thing about Eve is that all she has ever written is about the
year I should say 1928, the long hot summer; she's trapped in both the era and in that area"'.[37] This
privileging of unreliability cannot be forgiven by a narratee who is aware that Langley wrote seven novels,
and a great deal of other material including plays, poems and articles which were not set 'in the era and
in that area'.

Other secondary voices do not enjoy the same privilege. The authoritative narration has the effect of
suppressing the narrative perspective of Ruth Park who was a personal friend and in communication with
Langley over a long period of time. The primary voice offers the oft repeated opinion: 'Langley was
suffering a permanent malaise of memory, unable to anchor herself in the present, always reviewing
compulsively the images, figures and lovers of Gippsland'. [38] In contrast, Ruth Park's document,
'Notes', is quoted. 'I do not remember her ever speaking directly of herself, her past, her intentions. She
lived completely in the present moment'. [39] By this stage of the narrative the dominant story element
has been established and the dissenting voice is drowned out.

Some of the serious flaws that can be seen in the narrative of The Importance of Being Eve Langley are
due to problematic subjectification, interpretation and focus. The narrator exhibits facets of these flaws in

a comment on the novel, The Pea-Pickers . '[T]his fictionalised autobiography adds up to a full-length
study of the author'.[40] Roland Barthes and Jerome Bruner would disagree. Jerome Bruner asserts that
[even so-declared]'autobiography is not and cannot be a way of simply signifying or referring to a "life as
lived"…[t]here is no such thing as a "life as lived" to be referred to'.[41] The 'life' which autobiography
creates is construed and reconstrued. It is, therefore, interpretation and subject to intention. [42] Barthes,
as usual, is more concise and more poetic: 'It must all be considered as if spoken by a character in a
novel'. [43]

The narrator of Lucy Frost's Wilde Eve: Eve Langley's Story, however, has conformed to Barthes's

stricture. And unlike the narrator of the biography this narrator takes the 'maximally diegetic option',
letting the character speak for herself, or at least, with a minimum of textual interference. [44] An edited
selection of Langley's unpublished writings, whose setting is much of the period the writer spent in New
Zealand, forms an embedded level of narration positioned structurally between an 'Introduction' and an
'Afterword'. These sections of the text are on an extradiegetic level and their narrator, a construction of
the implied author Lucy Frost, appears as a character within them and is thereby an intradiegetic-
homodiegetic narrator to that level. This level has an exegetic function to itself and an extradiegetic
function to the story it brackets.

The 'Introduction' first outlines some significant events in Langley's life. This outline is informed by data
gleaned from Langley's papers in the Mitchell Library and from Thwaite. It does not rely on Langley's
writings. Then, under the subheadings 'Retrieving Eve's Story' and 'Editing a Wild Text', the narrator
writes herself into this level. Her purpose is stated; 'My project is to retrieve from the archived



manuscripts a story'.[45]

Several of these New Zealand novels could probably be cut and shaped into one, but I do not know who
would and could undertake this.[46]

Given the horror that Langley felt toward editorial intervention, this project was unlikely to have been
undertaken during her lifetime. The narrator of 'Wilde Eve' here summarizes the editing practice that
delivers the covert narration of the story she sets out to retrieve. In addition to regularizing punctuation,
spelling and dating, this process has silently removed occasional words or short phrases, and any added
words have been indicated by square brackets. 'The frequent sudden shifts in verb tense, sometimes
within a sentence, have been retained as traces of the effort Langley makes to live simultaneously within
various timeframes- chronological, sweepingly historical, and transcendental', and, significantly,
'Langley's distinction between dated journal entries and the retrospective voice of commentary has been
recognized typographically'. [47]

The narrator's stance is made clear; 'Central to my reading is the belief that Langley's fiction is not that of
pathology, and that to accord her the value she deserves as a writer it is crucial to separate the fiction-
autobiographical as it may be-from the life'. [48] A newspaper review of this text mentions the Thwaite
biography, 'of which' it says, 'Frost is dismissive'. [49] This is not substantiated in the text but the
narrator's stance does differ from that of the biographer. Frost contends that Thwaite's work has an

'extra-textual quest [which] distorts the life story as Langley wrote it'. [50] In the 'Afterword' to Wilde Eve,
the narrator discusses 'the boundary line I have…tried to maintain between the narrative in the
manuscripts and the life of the woman who wrote'. [51] A footnote on the same page states that
'Langley's biographer denies the existence of such a boundary…The unpublished manuscripts are
quarried as sources for explaining failure in the writer and illness in the woman'.[52] The narrator of

Wilde Eve here reveals her stance on the manuscripts:

The New Zealand manuscripts, however, are not trapped in the struggle between Wilde and
Eve, nor are they crazy. The narratives are firmly situated in a world assigned by the fiction to
a single unifying character whose story is told under the sign Eve Langley Clark. The
narrator's other is 'Steve', not Oscar Wilde, and Steve's origins are historical rather than
literary. [53]

The nine chapters, which form the intradiegetic level of this text, have Eve as an autodiegetic character-
narrator. Embedded inside this narrative, her journal entries form a hypodiegetic level (as do letters and,
occasionally, poetry penned at the time of the story). It is not the character-narrator that is different in
these journal entries but the temporality of its perspective and voice. Eve prefaces the first journal entry
with, 'So off we go into the now sadly outmoded literary fashion of the year 1932, when the pea-picker
flourished and the man of letters sadly ran like a weed alongside. I'll let my New Zealand Journal tell the
story for me'.[54] The entry that follows is in a smaller typeface. The narration continues in this manner,
alternating from intradiegetic to hypodiegetic in telling a story whose temporal setting progresses
chronologically, but which the narratee understands to have originated from different temporal sources.

The narrator, although covert, has not completely disappeared. Inserted into the text are double line
breaks around a set of three small diamond-shaped dinkuses. There are not necessarily any obvious
temporal gaps in the story at these points. Although the breaks are not explained in the notes on the
editing process, a narratee could assume that they show the hand of the narrator in editing out portions
of Langley's original narrative in order to conflate seven novels into one. No other interference by the
extradiegetic narrator is detectable in these chapters. The Eve that emerges from Frost's text is a
passionate young woman struggling under Depression and wartime austerity with buoyancy and
humour, and delighting in her marriage, her children and her work. Unlike the character undergoing
tragic decline in Thwaite's biography, she is flamboyantly bohemian rather than delinquent, candid rather
than aberrant, fragile but not frail and insightfully lucid rather than pathological.

To answer the question, 'whose point of view is expressed in this story?' or, to break up the idea of point
of view into perspective and voice, it is useful to pose a hypothetical situation. For a reader of the
unpublished manuscripts in the Mitchell Library, the point of view expressed in those texts would
undoubtedly be Langley's. And those texts would have an extradiegetic narrator, ('every narrative first of

all has an extradiegetic narrator who produces it' and a character on that extradiegetic level (Eve) who in
turn produces a narrative and is therefore an intradiegetic narrator. [55] Both these narrators would be
constructions of the implied author, Eve Langley. In 'Wilde Eve' the extradiegetic, the intradiegetic and



the hypodiegetic narrators are constructions of the implied author, Lucy Frost. So, although it could be

said that it is the character Eve who sees, the voice in Wilde Eve, on all its narrative levels, is traceable

back through the narrative transaction to the implied author, Frost. Only a laborious comparison of Wilde

Eve with Langley's unpublished work could reveal what the text does not say about the character, Eve.
But that is immaterial. Frost's stance is made clear and her work resurrects and redeems the character of
Eve in a narrative and a psychological sense. Her text, like the aims of this examination, deflects the
sensationalism that continues to erupt and opens the way for renewed debate on Langley's work.

In its application of narratological theory to a work of non-fiction, this examination has tried to expose the
use of narrative devices such as stance, arrangements of narrative levels, voices and perspectives in
presenting character in a biography. Similar theories, when applied to the literary intervention show that
the apparently common point of focus, the character, Eve, can be produced with totally different
meanings. The application to the texts of theories of autobiography shows that, while the biography
focuses on the life of Langley through the writing, the narrator of 'Wilde Eve' tackles the project of
separating the writing from the life. These theories expose flaws in dealing with story as though it was
'objective reality' and in attempting to produce a character as a unified subject. The project here is not to
condemn, but to challenge the notion of the 'definitive' biography and welcome difference, a trope
championed by Langley herself.

So you will find here…only the figurations of the body's prehistory - of the body making its way

towards the labour and the pleasure of writing.
Roland Barthes.
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